T ECHNIC A L SP ECIF IC AT IONS
Case dimensions
Height: 304 cm, width: 82 cm, depth: 37 cm
Case	Black varnish with metal inlays and high-polish
macassar cassette
Winding weight
Brass, polished and chromed
Weight of winding weight
approx. 26 g with pulley
Weight of movement
approx. 30 kg
Weight of pendulum
approx. 65 kg
Total weight
approx. 350 kg
Movement
Calibre 3000
Pendulum	Temperature-compensated Invar pendulum with
barometric compensation, 1.5 seconds pendulum
Length of pendulum
266 cm
Diameter of dial
57.6 cm
Length of minute hand
25.1 cm
Length of hour hand
9.5 cm
Length of second hand
15.6 cm
Plates
Brass, polished and nickel-plated
Plate dimensions
Height: 43 cm, width: 32 cm, depth: 0.8 cm
Glass panes
ESG mineral glass, affixed on a mitre
Power reserve
30 days
Winding mechanism
Steel cable with crank
Materials
Invar, stainless steel, brass, aluminium, wood, glass
Beat rate	40 beats per minute, 3 seconds per oscillation,
second hand jumps every 1.5 seconds
Hands
Domed, polished and blued by hand
Wheels	Brass, polished and gold-plated, toothed as part
of the sub-process
Wheel diameter
from 3.8 cm to 16.8 cm
Pinion	Recessed, polished, made of hardened stainless
steel
Escapement	Graham escapement with two adjustable agate
pallets
Movement features	Power-maintaining mechanism, counterweight for
minute hand, domed escape wheel bridge
Ball bearings	16 units made of stainless steel, screwed-in and
gold-plated ball bearing cover
Jewel bearings
4 units in gold-plated, screwed-in chatons
Rope pulley
ball bearing
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MA XIMA SECUNDA
T HE MONUME N TA L
PRECISION PENDULUM CLOCK

M A X IM A

SECUNDA

T HE M AGNIF IC E N T M A S T E R P IE C E F R O M T HE E R W IN S AT T L E R
BR AND. COMBINING T HE FINEST CLOCK-M AKING T R ADITION
WITH MECHANICAL PERFECTION ENSURES ACCURACY TO THE
E X ACT SECOND.

The Maxima Secunda provides a focal point for rooms in both
private homes and distinguished company offices.

This completely redesigned XL precision pendulum clock evolved
from the idea of doubling the proportions of the manufacturer’s
previous flagship product, the Classica Secunda 1995. The result can
now be seen properly; the Gräfelfingen clockmaker has succeeded
in creating an extraordinary clock with a one-month power reserve.

Equipped with all the same features which also distinguish its
smaller siblings in the manufacture’s precision clock range, the
Maxima Secunda, with its 1.5 second pendulum, is a truly striking
precision pendulum clock. A temperature-compensated Invar
pendulum with air-pressure compensation, for example, has been
developed especially for it. All the gear wheels have, of course, been
toothed and gold-plated as part of the sub-process. The Graham
escapement with its 20-toothed escape wheel, together with the
adjustable agate pallets in the pallet lever, prevent the weight from
wearing out prematurely. The body of the pendulum is designed as
a classic double cylinder.

The accuracy of the clock can be finely adjusted by adding or removing small weights on

The dimensions of the individual components in the movement are highly impressive too.

the pendulum‘s adjustment table.

Experienced clockmakers fit them by hand in the factory and they combine to form the

The new Maxima Secunda model expands clock manufacturer
Erwin Sattler’s precision pendulum clock range “upwards”.

heart of the precision pendulum clock.

The company’s two owners, Stephanie Sattler-Rick and Richard Müller, next to the new Maxima Secunda.
A truly monumental clock with the fine aesthetics that we have come to expect.

The intricacies of the movement are fascinating – their
sheer beauty stems from the premium-quality materials
they are made of and their precise workmanship.

The ball-bearing winding crank with pawl system not only fulfils its
purpose but is also a lovingly finished accessory. The interaction
between the gear wheel and the two pawls can be observed through
a miniature glass dome.

The collapsible library-style ladder is hand made from cherry wood
and facilitates the monthly winding of the clock. The rear side rails
act as extra grips and provide a secure hold on the top levels.

Grandiose yet delicate – the glass case provides a glimpse into the
inside of the Maxima Secunda. Premium-quality materials such as
Invar, stainless steel and brass combine elegance with functionality.
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The fascinating movement in the Maxima Secunda
differs from the movements in the manufacture’s
classic precision pendulum clocks primarily in its size.
When comparing sizes, the movement in a standardsized precision pendulum clock (on the right of the
picture) looks miniature.
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(Dimensions in cm)

The impressive movement rests on an equally large
movement retaining plate, which connects the heart of
the clock with its case. Made from a sturdy brass plate
that is 6 mm thick, the retainer ensures that the
movement remains stable enough to enable a timepiece of this size to work.

